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0003656
CONTACT REPORT

AGENT: AMMUG-1

PLACE: AMMUG-1's home

DATE/TIME: 6 April 1971, 1530-1800

1. On 6 April 1971 I reviewed with AMMUG-1, Volume I of the Cuban mugbooks. He identified the individuals listed in para 2 below. Unless otherwise noted, the following general comments apply to all: That he knew them quite well and the last time he saw them was 1963-1964, usually in Mexico.

2. Arsenio FRANCO Villanueva (201-346425). According to AMMUG-1, FRANCO is G-2, and is one of the individuals he approached (at our behest) during the Pan American games which were held in Puerto Rico in 1966. He commented that FRANCO dismissed AMMUG-1’s initial approach out of hand stating that he was a Marxist-Leninist. According to AMMUG-1, while a follow up was supposed to be made in Caguas, Puerto Rico, the staff officer who was accompanying AMMUG-1 decided against it.

Jorge E. GARCIA-BANGO Dirube (201-736492). AMMUG-1 commented that GARCIA-BANGO was the other individual that he tried to approach during the Pan American games. Like FRANCO above, while a follow up was planned for Caguas, Puerto Rico, the staff officer accompanying AMMUG-1 decided against it.

Eucilio LOBAINA Lobaina. AMMUG-1 commented that he did not know LOBAINA very well. He added that he used to be AMMUG-1’s instructor in firearms at the Police Academy.
Rolando PASTOR Rodriguez - possibly identifiable with Armando PASTOR Rodriguez (201-300074). AMMUG-1 last saw PASTOR about 1962 when he was attached to the Administrative Department of the Police Department.

Ramon Cesar CUENCA Montato (201-328945). AMMUG-1 identified CUANCA as being DGI.

Rafael PAAEZ Perez - possibly identifiable with Rodolfo PAAEZ (201-334244).

Fernando RAUELO Renedo (201-765244). AMMUG-1 correctly identified "RAUELO" pseudo as being "FERMIN"

Manuel VEGA Perez (201-334253). According to AMMUG-1, in 1963, VEGA was the DGI desk officer for Nicaragua.

Joseph Parker MURRAY (201-345987). AMMUG-1 said that he knew SINOBAS fairly well.

Carlos Sixto CHAIN Soler (201-349576)

Juan Guido LICEA Figueredo (201-876266). AMMUG-1 identified LICEA as being a diplomatic courier commenting that he only knows him casually as they used to take the same plane from Cuba to Mexico.

Augustin YASSELLS Gonzalez (201-345988). AMMUG-1 identified YASSELLS as a diplomatic courier commenting that he only knows him casually as they used to take the same plane from Cuba to Mexico.

Mario OIZ Falgueria (201-737654).

Jose Raul VIERA Linares (201-328953). AMMUG-1, said that his DGI pseudo was "Gomez," and that he was stationed in Bolivia from 1962-1963.

Felipe LLAUDI Hernandez (201-742052). AMMUG-1 commented that LLAUDI's DGI pseudo was "ROBANS".

Oswaldo RELOSO Benezet (201-727138).
Rogelio RODRIGUEZ Lopez (201-312662). AMMUG-1 commented that he knew RODRIGUEZ quite well and when RODRIGUEZ was in Mexico he used to handle HYSAGE-1.

Julian NOVAS Fernandez (201-747936).

Guillermo ARASTAGUIA Fundora. AMMUG-1 commented that ARASTAGUIA was a TSD technician and that his DGI pseudo was "RENE".

Pedro FARINAS Diaz (201-728234). AMMUG-1 commented that FARINAS' DGI pseudo was "OTONIEL".

Elpidio INTERIAN Canezanes (201-745393). AMMUG-1 correctly identified INTERIAN as being a DGI code clerk.

CO Comment: INTERIAN is presently stationed in Santiago, Chile.

Jose LAIN Martin Gonzalez (201-750250). AMMUG-1 commented that he knew LAIN quite well and that in 1963, LAIN used to be stationed in the Cuban Consulate in Merida.

Jose Benigno MEDINA Plascencia (201-756652). AMMUG-1 identified MEDINA as being a TSD technician and an expert photographer.

Andres Nicolas AROMA Ramos. AMMUG-1 commented that his DGI pseudo was "ERNESTO".

Orestes Guillermo RUIZ Perez (201-735296). According to AMMUG-1, RUIZ was in Mexico in 1964 where he was in contact with Noel GUERRERO, a member of the Nicaraguan FSLN.

Jose Miguel FERNANDEZ Roa (201-730852).

Guillermo SALGADO Alvarez (201-321828). AMMUG-1 correctly identified him as a diplomatic courier.

Angel TATO Ramirez (201-351544).

Tendys TRUTIE-Matilla (201-733681). AMMUG-1 identified him as a TSD technician.

Angel PIFERRER (201-353187).

Santiago PEREZ (201-330003).

Orlando PRENDEZ Guille (201-330002).
Luis Norberto HERNANDEZ Carbajo, AMMUG-1 commented that HERNANDEZ had been a fugitive since 1950. He added that HERNANDEZ, along with Saul Gonzalez (201-755664) were the ones who recruited him for the DGI.

Rogelio MONTENEGRO Guasp (201-747803)
Chavela Homero BAKER Zenni (201-335014)

AMMUG-1 commented that the name listed for the picture, Manuel RODRIGUEZ Gonzalez, was incorrect. His real name is Gines Silvio GORRIZ Castroman (201-761475). (CO Comment: RODRIGUEZ is an alias used by GORRIZ.)

Jose L. POSADAS Torres (201-324845)
Manuel Eugenio VEGA Perez (201-334253)